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EDITORIAL

One of the most appealing aspects of this profes-
sion is that nearly everyone involved complements 
that labor with an artistic avocation. For many, of 

course, after-hours work involves some other kind of pho-
tography: portraits, panoramas, flowers and more.

For the late Bill Nyberg, that creative outlet came from 
woodworking. Below you can see an example of his talents 
applied to a pine model of a Hasselblad, one of literally 
dozens of pieces we saw in his home and workshop this 
summer at a memorial his family held for his colleagues 
and friends. He often used his skills to solve problems, 
whether it involved building an elaborate contraption to 
make a telescope easier to tilt—or using a technique called 
rabbeting to simplify the task of making a basic wooden 
box. The latter proved so impressive it merited an article in 
Fine Woodworking magazine, one of two he published there. 
http://www.finewoodworking.com/authors/bill-nyberg.aspx

This hobby took nothing away from Bill’s contribu-
tions to the field; in addition to extensive OPS service, 

he also published important work in scientific journals. 
Even more, he not only brought many of us into the 
field, but also mentored and guided us throughout our 
careers. He took joy from all of these endeavors, one 
enhancing the other, in a virtuous circle that centered 
largely on giving to others.

In some cases, of course, the avocation itself becomes 
the full-time pursuit, as is the case for both the subject 
and interviewer in this issue’s primary feature. Formerly 
an accomplished retina specialist, Howard Schatz today 
is a renowned fine art photographer whose latest work, 
Schatz Images 25 Years captured wide acclaim and major 
U.S. and global awards. His inquisitor is Richard Hackel, 
FOPS, who recently left his own distinguished career in 
ophthalmic photography to concentrate full-time on his 
specialty of time-lapsed panoramic images. You can see 
more of his work at http://richardhackel.com/

 And then, as we came closer to completing this 
issue, we realized that the author of one of our scientific 
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Figure 1: Memorial gathering at Bill Nyberg’s home: Pine model of a Hasselblad (left) and OPS members (left to right) Sara Freeman Morales, 
CRA, OCT-C, James Soque, CRA ,OCT-C, COA, Beth Ann Benetz, CRA, FOPS, Elizabeth L. Affel, MS, OCT-C, Timothy J. Bennett CRA, OCT-C, FOPS.
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articles also had an extensive artistic portfolio, this one 
in chronicling the cultural traditions and ongoing devel-
opments in Caribbean nations. Photographs by Héctor 
Méndez Caratini are part of the permanent collection of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Fine 
Arts in Venezeula, and the Smithsonian Institution. 

Héctor Méndez Caratini, who lives in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, sees many parallels between ophthalmic 
and fine art photography, first among them the effort 
to benefit others. Ophthalmic photography also helped 
him learn patience, a skill that has served him well in 
documenting historical progress in his region. The pho-
tographs below are from two of his botanical series: 
Heliconias and Orquideas. Additional examples of his 
work can be found at http://hectormendezcaratini.com.  

Héctor Méndez Caratini calls himself “a world trav-
eler searching for an answer to mankind’s elusive ques-

tions,” and sees artistic photography as both prosaic — i.e. 
an alternative means of supporting oneself—and poetic. 
Through such hobbies, he explains, individuals may 
“develop a passion for life.”

This phrase surely applied to Bill, and fully describes 
Howard, Richard and Hector. It also captures the spirit of 
Sandra Anderson, FOPS, who passed suddenly as this issue 
went to press. Sandy’s creative passions extended beyond 
ophthalmic photography, where she contributed extensively 
to the field, the OPS and the patients in her care, to elab-
orate costumes and other accoutrements of Civil War re-
enactors. She enjoyed the pastime itself, and even more the 
opportunity to share its traditions with her son, Alex. It is 
fair to say I have never seen someone smile so widely while 
buried in layers of period clothing in the heart of summer. 

We lost Bill and Sandy far too soon, but take com-
fort in the full lives they lived, and the love they shared 
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Figure 2: Gate House in 4 Seasons by Richard Hackel will be in his upcoming show at Cambridge Arts Council Gallery.
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and received. We also take 
their passing as reminders 
of the fleeting nature of our 
time on Earth, and the imper-
ative of seizing opportunities 
to broaden our experiences. 
As you view the photographs 
of Howard Schatz in this 
issue, we hope that you too 
will feel moved to explore 
appealing passions—and, in so 
doing, discover more of your 
own humanity. 

The primary feature arti-
cle in this issue of the Journal 
includes not a single image 
reflecting what we tradition-
ally consider ophthalmic pho-
tography. In fact, plenty do 
not feature eyes at all.

Figure 3: (left) Heliconia lingulata cv. Red Tip Fan, 2012. (right) Orchid Blc. Fortune ‘Golden Throne’ x 
Blc. George King ‘Serendipity, 2012’ by Héctor Méndez Caratini.


